Lat: N 31° 46.78’
Lon: W 95° 42.38’
Elev: 423’ MSL
TPA: STD
Downtown to Apt: 04 nm/NW
Sectional: HOUSTON

Owner: CITY OF PALESTINE
504 N QUEEN
PALESTINE TX 75801
Manager: TIM PERRY
504 N QUEEN
PALESTINE TX 75803
903-731-8423
Contact: TIM PERRY
Phone: 903-731-8423
Email: timperry@palestine-tx.org

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: 8:00AM-5:00PM
AFT HRS CALL 903-724-2224

FUEL: JET A & 100LL
REPAIRS: Airframe: MINOR Power Plant: MINOR
LIGHTS: DSK-DWN UNICOM/CTAF: 122.7
AWOS: 118.025/903-729-3641

REMARKS: FOOD-LODGING(5MI); CAR RENTAL; TAXI; FLT INST;
DELI FBO; WATCH FOR WEATHER BALLOONS

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: CITY OF PALESTINE AVIATION 903-723-0111
PALESTINE JET CENTER